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Overview
In 6 intense days, the Advanced Risk and Portfolio Management (ARPM) Bootcamp
•

Consolidates portfolio managers’ and risk managers’ expertise into a structured and rigorous
quantitative framework

•

Empowers avid learners with background in data science, engineering, computer science, physics and
mathematics to gain the deep technical knowledge necessary to operate across the complex world of
quantitative trading, asset management and risk management.

In operation since 2007, the ARPM Bootcamp has over 2,000 alumni from around the world, including
industry leaders and academics.

Key Features
Education: 50 hours of instruction (lectures and practice sessions). Topics include data science
and machine learning; classical/Bayesian multivariate statistics and econometrics; financial
analytics, market, credit & liquidity risk management; estimation error and model risk; factor
modeling, alpha-beta signals, portfolio construction and optimization; algorithmic trading,
systematic strategies, portfolio insurance, drawdown control; optimal trade execution; and much
more.
Networking: Gala Dinner*, Social Mixer, and other events with industry leaders, renowned
academics and the 450+ fellow attendees.
ARPM Lab: we just launched ARPM’s online learning platform with cross-referenced theory,
examples, case studies, solved exercises, interactive code, videos, slides. The ARPM Lab® delivers
to you the contents of the ARPM Bootcamp, wherever you are and whenever you want and can.
Only for this year, we will provide continued free access to the ARPM Lab until December.
Certifications: 40 CFA Institute CE credits; 40 GARP CPD; Academic credit with Partner
Universities; (optional) ARPM Certificate®.

(Optional, free) pre-Bootcamp Conference.

Registration:
www.arpm.co/bootcamp/registration

More information:
bootcamp@arpm.co
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Overview
Program at a Glance
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Who is it for?
Professional and Academic Backgrounds
The following categories represent the ideal audience for the ARPM experience:
•

Portfolio managers and risk managers with an undergraduate degree in a hard science, who
wish to learn the principles behind the recipes that they implement every day, and wish to access a
comprehensive reference for the most advanced techniques in their field.

•

Computer/data scientists, who possess the tools, and need to learn quick how to deploy them in the
complex world of quantitative trading.

•

Students (advanced undergraduates and master level) at programs in quantitative finance, quantitative
economics, and hard sciences, who wish to see the whole story about quantitative risk management and
portfolio management.

•

Derivative quants and quantitative actuaries, who wish to quickly switch from their field to portfolio
management integrated with risk management, utilizing the same tools they have learned so far.

•

Academics in the hard sciences, who wish to learn about risk management and portfolio management
in the concise, rigorous language to which they are accustomed.

Quantitative Proficiency Expectation
Although not required, we have found attendees extract the most value from the ARPM Bootcamp® if they
have working knowledge of the following concepts:
• Linear algebra: matrix/vector notation and manipulations, trace, determinant, eigenvectors, and
eigenvalues
• Multivariate calculus: derivatives, integrals, and Taylor expansions
• Statistics: basic concepts of distributions, probability density function, and cumulative distribution
function

Programming Proficiency Expectations
No coding experience is needed to attend and fully benefit from the ARPM Bootcamp®. What is important is
a strong quantitative background.
However, for those who wish to be exposed to popular coding languages to possibly implement the ideas
taught at the ARPM Bootcamp®, we also offer, right before the ARPM Bootcamp, and free of charge, the
1-day ARPM Open Source Conference.
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Networking
One of the key features of the ARPM Bootcamp® is the opportunity for each of us to mingle with the over
450 fellow attendees and guests. In addition to numerous informal opportunities, we organize two official
networking events: the Gala Dinner and the Social Mixer.

Gala Dinner - August 17, 2017
Rosenthal Pavilion - NYU, Kimmel Center, 10th floor

Our Gala Dinner provides a rare opportunity to
engage in conversations with world-renowned
quants. Past guests have included Rob Almgren,
Peter Carr, Dilip Madan, Bruno Dupire,
Jim Gatheral, Fabio Mercurio, Bob Litterman,
Bob Litzenberger, Steven Shreve, Alex Lipton,
Andrew Lo, Emanuel Derman, and more. During
the evening, our invited speakers share their
experiences, insights and connections to the
ARPM Bootcamp® community.
Participants will have the opportunity to network
with key industry leaders, which include leading banks, hedge funds, asset managers, and consulting firms.
The Gala Dinner also showcases various charitable organizations that focus on underserved communities.
At the peak of the evening, we will present the charities with charitable donations on behalf of ARPM’s
charitable fund One More Reason. Last but not least, the Gala Dinner culminates with the Lottery. Our
promise: you will be (very positively) surprised what you can win!
Due to space limitations, access is guaranteed to the first 330 registrants. Later registrants will be put on a
waiting list.

Social Mixer - August 15, 2017
This event allows attendees of the ARPM Bootcamp®
to get to know each other. Countries from all over
the world and diverse paths of life will come together
here in a relaxed, informal atmosphere.
Our Corporate Sponsors, leading financial firms, will
also be there, adding zest to the conversations with
their perspective. Hors d’oeuvres will be served.
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Detailed Program
Day 1, Monday, August 14
Introduction

1

Step 1 – Risk drivers identification

Overview

The Modules of Advanced Risk and Portfolio Management
The “Checklist”
Factor models and Learning
Valuation
Performance Analysis

Equities: (log)-values
Fixed-income: yield to maturity and re-parametrizations
Derivatives: implied volatility surface and
re-parametrizations

P vs Q: the worlds of quantitative finance
The “Checklist”: summary
 Risk drivers identification
 Quest for Invariance
 Estimation
 Projection to the investment horizon
 Pricing at the investment horizon
 Aggregation of P&L/enterprise income
 Ex-ante performance evaluation
 Ex-ante performance/risk attribution
 Construction: portfolio optimization/dynamic allocation
 Execution

Step 2 – Econometrics: quest for
invariance (univariate)

2

Credit: default probabilities (structural/statistical)
Insurance: claims
Currencies: log exchange rate (*)
Strategies: cumulative P&L

3

Multivariate statistics crash review

4

Multivariate distributions
Distribution representations
Elliptical distributions
Scenario-probability distributions

Overview
Invariance tests
Efficiency: random walk

Location and dispersion
Univariate location and dispersion
Multivariate location and dispersion
Expectation and covariance

Mean reversion (continuous state): ARMA processes
Mean reversion (discrete state): Markov chains
Long memory: fractional integration (*)

Copulas
Grades: univariate non-linear Z-scores
Copula definition and properties
Relevant classes: elliptical and Archimedean (*)
Copula-marginal separation
Copula-marginal combination

Volatility clustering: GARCH and stochastic volatility

5

Exercises

(*) only mentioned in class, all details provided in the ARPM Lab
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Detailed Program
Day 2, Tuesday, August 15

1

Step 2 – Econometrics:
quest for invariance (multivariate)
Multivariate quest

Cointegration
Cointegration and statistical arbitrage

VAR(1)/Multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
Autoregression of order one (AR(1))
Vector autoregression of order one (VAR(1))
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
Multivariate Ornstein Uhlenbeck

Relationships among processes
Towards machine learning

2

Step 3 – Estimation
Overview

Location-dispersion: MLFP ellipsoid under Student t distribution
Robust estimators
Local robustness: influence function and Huber’s “M” estimators (*)
Global robustness: breakdown point, minimum volume ellipsoid
Outlier detection

Flexible Probabilities
Exponential decay and time conditioning
Kernels and state conditioning
Joint state and time conditioning/minimum entropy
Statistical power of Flexible Probabilities: effective number of
scenarios

Missing observations
Randomly missing observations: expectation-maximization
algorithm (*)
Series of different length: max-likelihood completion

Non-parametric estimation: historical
Law of large numbers and Historical distribution with Flexible
Probabilities
Location-dispersion: HFP mean/covariance and best-fitting
ellipsoid
Exponential moving moments

(Dynamic) copula-marginal (*)
Points of interest
Outlier detection
Exponential moving moments and statistics

Maximum-likelihood estimation
General principle
Maximum Likelihood with Flexible Probabilities and entropy
formulation

3

Estimation risk and model risk
Introduction to Bayesian statistics
Conditional likelihood, prior, posterior, predictive
Classical equivalent
Shrinkage
Numerical solutions: Metropolis-Hastings
Analytical solution: normal-inverse Wishart

Sparse eigenvector rotations (*)
Glasso (*)
Factor Analysis
Estimation assessment
Foundations of decision theory
Estimators as decisions
Bias, inefficiency, error
Analytical results
Monte Carlo stress-testing
Historical backtesting/cross validation

Shrinkage estimators
James-Stein mean
Ledoit-Wolf correlation
Random matrix theory (*)

Exercises

4

Social Mixer
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5

(*) only mentioned in class, all details provided in the ARPM Lab

Detailed Program
Day 3, Wednesday, August 16

1

Factor models and learning
Parametric estimation of LFM’s
Conditional regression – Maximum likelihood
Conditional regression – Bayesian (*)
State space model
Static: EM factor analysis
Dynamic: Kalman filter

Overview
Theory of linear factor models (LFM’s)
The r-squared
Fundamental classes (dominant-residual, systematicidiosyncratic)
Regression
Principal components
Hidden factors
Cross-sectional
Applications to asset pricing theory
Capital asset pricing model framework
Arbitrage pricing theory

Supervised machine learning
Classification
Penalties-regularization (lasso/ridge)
Application: credit default
Prediction as decision theory
Unsupervised machine learning
Principal component analysis
Dynamic principal components (*)
Hidden factor models
Factor analysis
State space models
Kernels
Markov networks (*)
Cluster models (*)
Hidden Markov models (*)

Estimation of linear factor models
Non-parametric estimation of LFM’s
Factor models for processes
Static regression
Static principal components
Application: the swap market
Static hidden factors: PAF factor analysis
Static cross-section
Truncation
Spectral-analysis (*)
Dynamic regression (*)
Dynamic principal components (*)

Exercises

2

Guest lecture

3

(*) only mentioned in class, all details provided in the ARPM Lab
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Detailed Program
Day 4, Thursday, August 17
Step 4 – Projection to the
investment horizon

1

Step 5 – Pricing at the horizon

Overview

Overview

One-step projection

Exact repricing
Equities
Fixed income
Options
Currencies
Credit

Monte Carlo projection
Analytical univariate projection
Efficiency: Lévy processes
Mean reversion (continuous state)
Long memory: fractional Brownian motion (*)
Volatility clustering: stochastic volatility; time change
Mean reversion (discrete state)

2

Carry
Fixed income
Options
Currencies

Multivariate Markov chains

Taylor approximation
Equities
Fixed income: duration-convexity
Options: delta-gamma-vega-…

Historical bootstrapping
Analytical multivariate projection: Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
Square-root propagation of risk, generalizations, violations

Hybrid stress-matrix (*)

3

Step 6 – Aggregation: portfolio and firm-level
Overview

Quadratic-normal
Regulatory credit framework

Basic toolkit
Portfolio, value, exposure, leverage
Holdings and P&L
Weights and returns
Excess performance

Other risks
Credit Value Adjustment (*)
Liquidity P&L/risk (*)
Operational P&L/risk (*)

Ex-ante market and credit performance
Numerical results
Scenario-probability distribution
Analytical results
Elliptical

Exercises

Enterprise risk management

4

Guest lecture

Gala dinner
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5
6

(*) only mentioned in class, all details provided in the ARPM Lab

Detailed Program
Day 5, Friday, August 18

1

Step 7 – Ex-ante performance
evaluation

Step 8 – Ex-ante performance/risk
attribution

Overview

2

Performance Attribution
Bottom-up: linear factor models with linear pricing
Top-down: Factors on Demand
Joint distribution of ex-ante performance, factors and
residual
Application: hedging

Stochastic dominance
Indices of satisfaction/risk measures
Mean-variance trade-off
Expected utility and certainty equivalent
Quantile-based measures (Value at Risk)
Numerical results
		
Scenario-based quantile
		
Quantile – Smooth quantile
Analytical results
		
Elliptical
		
Extreme Value Theory
		
Cornish-Fisher approximation
		
Economic capital (regulatory framework)
Coherent measures
Spectral and distortion measures
Ratios: Sharpe, Sortino, kappa, omega
Additional indices: alpha, beta

Risk Attribution
General criteria
Marginal contributions: homogeneous measures and Euler
decomposition
Diversification: Minimum-torsion bets attribution of
variance (*)

Stress-testing via flexible probabilities

Optimization primer

3

Step 9a - Construction portfolio
optimization

Constrained optimization: 
computationally tractable problems

General framework
Two-step mean-variance
Analytical optimization: two-fund theorem
Total return versus benchmark allocation
Numerical optimization: quadratic programming
Pitfalls of mean-variance

Convex programming
Conic programming
		
Linear programming
		
Second order cone programming
		
Semidefinite programming
Integer N-choose-K heuristics

Robust allocation

5

Construction: embedding views
Black-Litterman
Equilibrium prior
View portfolios

Catch up with Attilio Meucci

4

Posterior
Relevant limit cases
Generalizations

6

Exercises
11
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7
(*) only mentioned in class, all details provided in the ARPM Lab

Detailed Program
Day 6, Saturday, August 19
Construction:
general views processing

1

2

Signals

Overview

Carry signals (*)

Theory
Prior and view variables
Point views: conditioning
Distributional views: conditioning-marginalization
Partial views: minimum relative entropy
Partial view of the exponential family
Confidence

Value signals
Technical signals
Microstructure signals (*)
Fundamental and other signals
Signal processing

Implementation
Analytical view on correlations, means, volatilities
Numerical: flexible views on probabilities (*)

Step 9b – Dynamic Allocation:
Systematic strategies

3

Step 9c – Dynamic Allocation:
Convex/concave strategies

Overview

Overview (*)

Simplistic portfolio construction

The market (*)

Signal characteristic

Expected utility maximization (*)

Fundamental law of active management (*)

Option based portfolio insurance (*)

Factor portfolios

Rolling horizon convex/concave strategies (*)

4

Multiple signals
Backtesting

5

Step 10 – Execution
Overview

Order scheduling
Trading P&L decomposition
Model P&L
Moments of model P&L
Model P&L optimization
Quasi-optimal P&L distribution

High frequency risk drivers
Market microstructure and limit-order book
Activity time
Time-changed variables
Market impact modeling
Liquidity curve
Exogenous impact
Endogenous impact

Catch up with Attilio Meucci

Order placement (*)

6

Exercises
12
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7
(*) only mentioned in class, all details provided in the ARPM Lab

ARPM Lab
The ARPM Lab® is a constantly updated (*) online platform to learn and teach
quantitative finance, divided in four exhaustive tracks:
•
•
•
•

Data Science and Econometrics
Financial Engineering
Risk Management
Portfolio Management

The ARPM Lab is accessible
from the interconnected channels below:
Theory

Videos

Code

Exercises
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Slides

Q&A Forum

Certifications
ARPM Bootcamp® attendees are eligible for various certifications
upon the successful completion of our program.
GARP CPD Accreditation
ARPM is registered with the Global Association of
Risk Professionals (GARP) as an Approved Provider of
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) credits.
The ARPM Bootcamp® qualifies for 40 GARP CPD credit
hours.

CFA Institute CE Accreditation
ARPM is registered with CFA Institute as an Approved
Provider of Continuing Education (CE) programs.
The ARPM Bootcamp® qualifies for 40 CE credit hours as
granted by CFA Institute.

University Partnerships and Joint program Offering
The ARPM Bootcamp® is partnered with quantitative finance master and doctoral programs as a joint
offering. Students earn degree credits at their university, contingent upon successful attainment of the
ARPM Certificate®.

ARPM Certificate®
All ARPM Bootcamp® attendees are invited to pursue the Certificate in Advanced Risk and Portfolio
Management® (ARPM Certificate®) as a way to reinforce the ARPM Bootcamp® content. The Certificate
is awarded upon the satisfactory completion of the program’s 2-part exam component.
Part 1 – Independent ARPM Project: an opportunity for attendees to put the ARPM Bootcamp®
curriculum and theory into practice.
Part 2 – Written Exam: only attendees that complete the independent project with a passing grade
are eligible to take the written exam.
The Project and the Exam dates are TBD.
14
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Certifications
University Partnerships
ARPM collaborates with university programs in quantitative finance, economics, engineering, physics,
mathematics, computer science, statistics, data science, in multiple ways.
ARPM and the Partner University collaborate to develop the Advanced Risk and Portfolio Management Lab®
– Instructors from the Partner University have free access to ARPM Lab to teach their classes
– Students from the Partner University contribute code to the ARPM Lab as part of their coursework,
special projects, or theses.
The Partner University offers the The Advanced Risk and Portfolio Management Bootcamp® to its students
as an optional course. Students can enroll in the ARPM Bootcamp at a token fee and earn credits toward the
completion of their degree, contingent upon successful attainment of the ARPM Certificate®.
Universities:

New York University
Tandon School of
Engineering

University of
Maryland

University of
Belgrade

Univesidad
del Valle de
Guatemala

Faculty of Sciences
University of
Novi Sad

Università
commerciale
Luigi Bocconi

Università Ca’
Foscari Venezia

Università degli
Studi di Firenze

Dipartimento di
studi per l’economia
e l’impresa

Contact us to learn more about the ARPM University Partnership program
15
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Our Alumni
Selected Alumni Testimonials

Mathematical and academic rigor. Professionalism of
Attilio and the staff. Detail oriented presentations and
materials. Good presentation and communication skills
of the instructors.

The course is excellent and Attilio develops it from
first principles and provides intuition on many aspects
without compromising on rigor. The systematic step
based approach has been very well thought out.

- Jeremy Look
Goldman Sachs

- Arun Balasubramaniam
Wellington Management

Overall, very structured course within an excellent
overview of the subject, easily accessible to sell side
Quants. After taking the course, reading up on the
extensive notes should be straightforward.

The course was very valuable overall. Attilio was
extremely impressive in both knowledge and ability to
communicate very complex ideas. The material (pdfs,
labs, slides, etc) was strong and supported the lectures
very well.

- Rene Reinbacher
Barclays

- Erin Noel
Janus Capital Group

It has been really great to learn Attilio’s vision on risk
and portfolio management and I love that all these
useful quant tools/concepts are thoughtfully structured
in one place on the Lab.

Attilio does a wonderful job at unifying concepts
that are often studied in isolation. He displays a
comprehensive understanding of the material.
- Chester Curme
Loomis Sayles

- Oana Damian
Ontario Teachers Pension Plan
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Our Alumni
Selected Alumni Testimonials
Impressive synthesis and integration of material seen in
many separate places before, but now brought together
in a very coherent way. The widespread use of animated
charts was definitely a plus. Often animations
are just “flashy”, but here they really added to the
understanding of the points made.

I find the delivery extremely clear and Attilio is able
to address all the queries in class, demonstrating the
depth and breadth of his work. Very impressive. The
interactive videos illustrate the dynamism of the models
which help with the intuition and understanding.
- Sui Kai Wong
Lombard Odier Investment Managers

Jacob Ejsing
Danmarks Nationalbank

I really liked the fact that the topic is organized as steps.
Instructor’s depth of knowledge and teaching skills are
amazing. What I liked the most was the emphasis on
the practitioner point of view. This has been one of the
best, if not the best, workshop that I have taken.

The ARPM Bootcamp provides a coherent framework
for understanding risk and portfolio management from
a quantitative perspective; bringing together advanced
mathematical/ financial tools with a comprehensive
program that attempts to survey beginning to end
portfolio and risk management.

- Kazim Yildiz
Bank of America Merrill Lynch

- Carson McFadden
Waratah Capital Advisors

The ARPM Bootcamp is an excellent event. I am
amazed by Attilio’s ability in terms of depth and
breadth of his knowledge. I am also really impressed
by the large amount of material provided and I will
definitely exploit the Lab.

Great clarity, mastery of the body of knowledge,
availability, outstanding material. Simulation scripts
demonstrations are fantastic to grasp the whole idea.
- Charles Currat
Wells Fargo Bank

- Alessandro Greppi
University of Pavia

Curriculum is very structured. Code text and exercises
go hand in hand.
- Harsh Parikh
EDHEC Business School

Find hundreds of testimonials at
www.arpm.co/bootcamp/testimonials
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Our Alumni
Distinguished Alumni
ARPM Bootcamp alumni are veteran practitioners with foundational knowledge and deep experience in
quantitative finance.

Dr. Hallerbach is the Director of Quant
Allocation Research at Robeco Asset
Management. Prior to joining Robeco in 2008,
he worked for the Financial Strategies Group
at Goldman Sachs in New York and served as
Associate Professor of Finance at Erasmus University
Rotterdam. His papers have been published in
prominent academic and practitioners journals. He
received is PhD from Finance in 1994. His favorite
quote is “The greatest enemy of a good model is the
dream of a perfect model.”

Dr. Karasinski’s career spans over 30 years and
covers all areas of quantitative finance. After
earning his PhD in Physics from Yale University,
he landed on Wall Street by sheer accident. He
has worked for a number of leading firms in New
York and London, and is currently a Senior Adviser
at the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development in London. He is best known for
the Black-Karasinski interest rate model which he
co-authored with Fischer Black while working at
Goldman Sachs in New York.

“ ...An exceptional course, regarding both form &
content. Attilio is an established authority in this
field. He pairs broad knowledge & deep expertise with
the ability to teach complex concepts in a simple and
effective way – and with great enthusiasm. Chapeau !
...”

“Attilio’s infectious passion for quantitative risk and
portfolio management is passed to the full house of his
students among which are relative novices and people,
like me, veterans of quantitative modelling, who came
to the Bootcamp to be infected by his enthusiasm for the
subject. Following from my experience, in the following
years I sent to Attilio’s Bootcamp number of junior
quants who work with me in EBRD.”

18
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Our Alumni
Distinguished Alumni

Dr. Javier Pena is a Professor of Operations
Research at the Tepper School of Business,
Carnegie Mellon University. He earned his PhD
in Applied Mathematics from Cornell University in
1998. His teaching and research interests include
financial optimization, machine learning, and convex
optimization. Dr. Pena’s publications have appeared
in journals such as Quantitative Finance, Journal
of Risk, Mathematics of Operations Research, and
the SIAM Journal on Optimization. Dr. Pena has
consulted with Axioma Inc. in the development and
implementation of algorithmic tools for portfolio
management.

Dr. Taqqu is a Professor of Mathematics and
Statistics at Boston University. He has written
more than 200 scientific papers and is the author/
editor of 9 books. His work has appeared in various
journals including Mathematical Finance, Finance
and Stochastics, Finance Letters, and Quantitative
Finance. He is a member of the American
Mathematical Society, a Fellow of the Institute of
Mathematical Statistics, and was elected Member
of the International Statistical Institute. Professor
Taqqu has received a number of awards, including
a John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship, the 1995
William J. Bennett Award, the 1996 IEEE W.R.G.
Baker Prize, as well as the ACM/SIGCOMM Test
of Time Award.

“...It is impressive that Attilio executes this feat year
after year...This was an excellent investment for my
future career. Attilio is extremely knowledgeable and
is also a very engaging and entertaining instructor…I
want to reiterate my compliments to Attilio for
providing such and exceptional and valuable learning
opportunity...”

“ ...I found the ARPM Bootcamp very interesting as it
gave me a feeling for issues arising in practice and how
one can deal with them. The ARPM Bootcamp is 6
days long with about 11 hours each day. One had to
get used to this, but strangely, as the days went on, it
became easier and easier to do so, as one was plunged
into this continuous marathon. I also admired Attilio
for being able to lecture for 6:30 hours a day. Attilio
was able to take and answer questions on the fly. […]
this was a great course and I was very glad that I took
part in it. Thanks...”
19
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Registration Information
Registration Fees
Fees are determined by the attendee’s status at the time of enrollment:

* Free, if attending the ARPM Bootcamp.
** Other discounted rate available to
GARP Individual Members.

What does the ARPM Bootcamp®
fee cover?
• 6 days of intensive lectures and review sessions
• Social and networking activities including:
- Gala Dinner with the One More Reason charitable fund
- Social Mixer
- Guest lectures by industry veterans and academic luminaries
• Online access to all course materials and the ARPM Lab
• Eligibility to complete the 2-part ARPM exam and earn the
ARPM Certificate®
• Eligibility for GARP CDP and CFA Institute CE Accreditation
(40 hours)
• Full trial licenses from software sponsors including MATLAB®
and NAG.

NYU Students/Faculty/Alumni can access the NYU discount price by logging into their NYU Home account
and finding the ARPM Bootcamp on the NYU Life tab.

Registration:
www.arpm.co/bootcamp/registration

More information:
bootcamp@arpm.co
20
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Venue
New York University
Skirball Center
566 LaGuardia Pl, New York, NY 10012
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Frequently Asked Questions
Is it necessary to have a laptop during
the course session?

Are there any networking opportunities?
Yes. One of the reasons to attend the ARPM
Bootcamp is the opportunity to network with
a large community of finance professionals and
academics, during the breaks as well as during our
networking events.

It is highly recommendable. Also, ensure you have
several hours of battery life to last you throughout
a full day of lectures.
Is there a dress code that needs to be
followed during the ARPM Bootcamp?

How do I prepare for the ARPM
Bootcamp®?

The dress code is casual. We feel it is important
to feel comfortable in order to best absorb the
materials.

Once you enroll, during the months leading to
the ARPM Bootcamp you will have access to our
on-boarding process, which includes pointers,
preparatory case studies, and forum support.

Is it possible to interact with Dr. Meucci
outside the lectures?

Furthermore, we recommend that you read the
Executive Summary of “The Checklist” for Advanced
Risk and Portfolio Management and become familiar
with the structure of the ARPM Lab.

Yes, there are two Q&A sessions on Friday and
Saturday for attendees to discuss questions with
Attilio Meucci.

Finally, please brush up on the basics of: linear
algebra (eigenvectors, eigenvalues), calculus
(derivative, integral), and statistics (“pdf ”, “cdf ”,
“i.i.d.”).

What materials are retained by the
attendees?
Attendees will be granted free full access to the
ARPM Lab until December 2017.

Is there any discount offered to firms that
plan to send more than one participant to
attend the ARPM Bootcamp®?

Attendees from partnering universities will be
granted an extension until their exam date, which
can be set by their university at any time with 10
months of the ARPM Bootcamp.

Yes, discounted group rates are available. Please
contact bootcamp@arpm.co

The ARPM Lab includes all the theory, videos,
examples, case studies, code, slides and exercises
covered during the ARPM Bootcamp, plus
much more.

Is there a deadline to sign up for the
ARPM Bootcamp?
Registration closes when all available seats are
filled. As such, we encourage you to register early
to secure the spot.

Do attendees have access to video
recordings of the lectures and on-screen
activity?
No video recordings of the lectures are available.
22
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Frequently Asked Questions
I’ve heard the class has many students.
Would a smaller class be better?

Can we record the lectures?
Recording (video and/or audio) is NOT permitted
on NYU facilities.

Having a large number of participants is the only
way to make such a high-profile event available at
such a reduced price.

Is there a mandatory exam?

Furthermore, the large number of participants is
actually an advantage:

No, there is an optional exam for those who intend
to pursue the Certificate in Advanced Risk and
Portfolio Management.

First of all, there are numerous informal and formal
networking opportunities.
Second, given the large number of participants,
Dr. Meucci always stays precisely on schedule
and, hence, covers all course material in a timely
manner.

What kind of visa should I apply for to
enter the USA?
Please contact a travel agent or the US Embassy/
Consulate in your area www.usembassy.gov
We provide formal invitation letters upon request.

Finally, participants can address and discuss course
related questions via the ARPM Forum.

Can I take the exam outside the USA?

Is there a refund policy?

Yes, we always make arrangements worldwide.

Yes:
- 30 calendar days or more before the program start
date: full refund, net of fees

How does one prepare for the ARPM
Certificate®?

- 30 to 14 calendar days before the program begins:
50% refund, net of fees

The ARPM Certificate® exam is “open books”,
so emphasis is on understanding, rather than
memorization.

- 14 calendar days or less before the start of the
program: no refund

To prepare for the ARPM Certificate® you need
to study in depth the Checklist, and Linear
Factor Models, and to be able to consult the other
modules of the ARPM Lab.
It is a large body of knowledge, which requires
time and commitment.
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One More Reason

As the charitable arm of ARPM, One More Reason grants have leveraged the goodwill and resources of the
quantitative finance community to empower individuals and organizations to approach challenges such as
poverty, illiteracy, innumeracy, hunger, and the lack of proper medical care with effective and sustainable
solutions. One More Reason’s unique funding model means that we make the very most of your contribution.
Begun in 2005 when Attilio Meucci donated the first royalty check from his book, Risk and Asset Allocation,
One More Reason has subsequently received all royalty checks from this book as well as fees from third parties
executive trainings and seminars on quantitative finance. These resources, combined with contributions from
the quantitative finance community have enabled One More Reason to write over $300,000 worth of grants
that have helped improve the lives of many around the world.
A recent and growing area of focus for One More Reason is the education of the incarcerated. An often
overlooked and looked down upon population, the United Nations estimates that there are over 9 million
individuals in prisons throughout the world. Many of these individuals are caught in an endless cycle of
incarceration, release, and incarceration that destroys lives, families, and communities at great expense to
society. Education has been shown to be an effective way to break this cycle and reduce the cost to society
as a whole. Beyond the dollars and cents, however, One More Reason supports the ideal that attending to
the needs of the least among us can elevate us all. You can read more details on the history and motivations
behind One More Reason on The Wall Street Journal: link to the article.

Registration:
www.arpm.co/one-more-reason

More information:
bootcamp@arpm.co
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About the Founder
Attilio Meucci is the founder of ARPM (Advanced Risk and
Portfolio Management).
Attilio Meucci was the chief risk officer at KKR; the chief
risk officer and director of portfolio construction at Kepos
Capital; the global head of research for Bloomberg’s risk and
portfolio analytics platform; a researcher at Lehman POINT;
a trader at the hedge fund Relative Value International; and
a consultant at Bain & Co.
Attilio is the author of numerous publications. In addition
to the ARPM Bootcamp®, he taught at Columbia-IEOR,
NYU-Courant (New York), Bocconi University (Milan),
and NUS-Business School (Singapore), where he is Visiting
Senior Research Fellow at CAMRI.
Meucci earned a BA summa cum laude in Physics from the University of Milan, an MA in Economics from
Bocconi University, a PhD in Mathematics from the University of Milan and is a CFA charterholder. Mr
Meucci is fluent in six languages.
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Corporate Sponsors
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